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1lie Massachusetts Public Building Coiruxussion sub*
mits the following detailed report relating to the prepara-
tion of plans and specifications for a dam across the
Mystic River in the vicinity of Wellington bridge in the
cities of Somerville and Medford, and the dredging oi
navigable channels above said dam. This work was
authorized by chapter 457 of the Acts of 1948.

Section one of said act, which became effective on
June 3, 1948, provides as follows:
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wealth any federal funds or federal assistance, or both, for financing
the cost of such plans and specifications as are required for the pur-
poses of this act, and for such purposes may also expend any unex-
pended balance of federal funds obtained under authority of section
one of said chapter four hundred and forty-one. For the preparation
of said plans and specifications the commission may expend such
sums as may be appropriated therefor. For the purposes aforesaid,
the said commission may employ consulting engineers and consulting
architects and such other engineering and other assistance as may be g
necessary. The commission shall make a preliminary report of its

*

findings by filing the same with the clerk of the senate on or before
the first Wednesday of December in the year nineteen hundred and
forty-eight, and a detailed report of its findings shall be filed with
said clerk on or before the first Wednesday of December in the year

Funds available for the preparation of plans and
specifications were the unexpended balance of a federal
advance obtained by the Commission under authority
of chapter 441 of the Acts of 1946, amounting to $52,500,
and $5,000 in the supplementary appropriation act,
chapter 699 of 1948.

Under the authorization of chapter 441 of 1946, the
Commission had employed Chas. T. Main, Inc. of Boston
as engineers to prepare plans and specifications. They had
completed the preliminary investigations and prepared
preliminary plans for a dam below the concourse of the
Mystic and Malden rivers, which was the only practical
site within the limits imposed by chapter 441 of 1946.

The Commission, therefore, re-employed Chas. T.
Main, Inc. to prepare plans and specifications for a dam
at the new site in the vicinity of Wellington bridge,
because they had accumulated much data of value to
the design of a dam at the new location. The subject
matter of the various legislative documents referred to in
the act were again considered. As soon as preliminary
plans were prepared, they were reviewed by the engineers
of the Commission and of the various interested state
agencies. On October 14, 1948, the Commission held a
public hearing at which official representatives of all
state and municipal authorities designated in the act
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were present to examine and discuss the proposed plan
The plans were unanimously accepted.

Applications for the necessary permits were then filed
with the Port of Boston Authority and the War Depart-
ment. These applications have been approved and per-
mits from both of these agencies are on file with this
Commission for the construction of the dam and the
dredging of channels in accordance with the plans ac-
companying this report.

As soon as the permits were received, the designing
engineers proceeded to prepare complete working plans
and specifications. These have been carefully reviewed
by the engineers of this Commission and the Metropolitan
District Commission, which latter is authorized under the
present act to construct the project with federal funds.
Such funds, however, are not presently available. The
working plans and specifications have been approved by
both Commissions.

The present total estimated cost of construction of the
project is $3,269,000, including the federal advance for
plans, which must be repaid to the government if con-
struction is undertaken. A detailed estimate is contained
in the following report of the designing engineers.

Location and general plan
A set of complete detailed
transmitted herewith. In b
construction as soon as fund;

i are included in this report,
plans and specifications is
ief, the project is ready for
are made available

Respectfully submitted
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CHARLES P. HOWARD
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JOSEPH S. ADAMS.
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THOMAS H. BUCKLEY.
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CONSULTING ENGINEERS’ REPORT

P Dl Hi

Di
S

Mas

Gentlemen : In accordance with the provisions of
ur contract with the Massachusetts Public Building

Commission, we are pleased to report completion of th
bid plans and specifications for the Mystic River Dam.

1. General

In conformity with the statute, the plans provide for
the construction of an embankment dam, sluice-gate
structure, bascule bridge, and navigation lock across the
Mystic River about 700 feet upstream from Wellington
bridge. The structures and appurtenances are adequate
to maintain the water level in the reservoir so impounded
at a substantially permanent elevation 7 feet above Boston
City Base. The plans also designate the extent of dredg-
ing required to provide navigable channels above the
lam

i full consideration has been
sgislative documents and re-
nted.

In preparation of the plans
given to previous pertinent le
ports, as subsequently enumer

is an aid to development of the design, conferences
were held with (a) the Metropolitan District Water Supply
Commission as enlarged to carry out sewerage and drain-
age projects in the Metropolitan Sewerage District; (b)
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the Department of Public Health; (c) the Metropolitan
District Commission through its Park Division; and (d)
the municipal officials of Somerville, Everett, Medford,
Malden, Arlington, Cambridge, Belmont and Winchester.

We have also had hearings before the United States
Department of the Army, and the Port of Boston Au-
thority, and have obtained the permits required by law.

Previous Legislative Document

In accordance with the act, section 1, chapter 457,
approved June 3, 1948, we have considered the subject
matter of the several legislative documents referred to in
section 1, chapter 441 of the Acts of 1946, as follows:

House Documents Nos. 400, Acts of 1932; 294, Acts
if 1937: 220, 575, 798, 966, 1361 and 1524, Acts of 1946

and Senate Document 331, Acts of 1946, which “.
. . pro-

vide for associated improvement relating to public health
and the development of the Mystic valley for industrial
and recreational purposes.”

It is also directed in section 1, chapter 441, Acts of
1946, that conferences be held with the Metropolitan Dis-
trict Water Supply Commission to enable that Commis-
sion: “. .

. to carry out sewerage and drainage projects
in the Metropolitan sewerage districts

Conferences are also prescribed with the officials of
“. . . the department of public health, the Metropolitan
district commission through its park division, and the
municipal officials of Somerville, Everett, Medford
Malden, Arlington, Cambridge, Belmont and Win-
chester.”

Section 5 of chapter 441, Acts of 1946, requires that
“.

. . the Metropolitan district commission shall obtain
such permits and approvals as may be required by law
from the United States War Department and the state
department of public works.”
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Previous Report:

The following previous reports have been prepared ir
connection with the immediate problem of the Mystic
Valiev

pper Mystic River and At
and Large Drainage Chanr John R. Fre-v

ptember 21
([Z) House Doci

msetts, January Depart
Public Works rel ( ost
Waters of the Mystic, Malder X

Greet
House Document The Commonwealth of M

chusetts, January. 1932: “Spe .eport of the Metropolitan Distric
Commission and the Depart f Public Health relative to I

Mystic and Jen rivers and Adjacent Mar
Parkway in Medford, etc,”an Overpass on Mystic \

looument includes the Consult X
(

A source of pertinent information on the related prob-
lems of the Charles River Dam is the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts “Report of the Committee on the Charles
River Dam” 1903, including the report of John R.
Freeman, Chief Engineer.

The following reports deal with the “Associated im-
provements relating to public health and the development
of the Mystic Valley for industrial and recreational pur-
noses:”

icier a Geuer
stem of Drainage for the Valievs of M

Commonwealth of Massaclu
Report of the State Board of Health upon tl

Sewerage of the Mystic and Charles River Valle

The Commonwealth of Massachu
May. 190: Board of Health on the Puri

lystic River, Alewife I
Drainage Areas.”

Adjacent Water Coins'

House Doc Sc, The Ct Massa
isetts, January, 1937: “Special Report of the Metropolitan District
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ommission relative to Certain Roadway. Waterway and Brid
Improvement

4. Previous Plans, Soundings and Bokings

The following plans are available showing physical
properties on the areas involved, soundings in the water-
ways, md borings to the elevation of solid rock;

Dey

I a bridge to Craddock D:

'2l 1933 Metronolitan D Commission Survey P!a
Idock D;area Alford Street br (

3) 1935 Massachusetts D< Public Works
i & Mai

astern Di

do

D .()()(

)ridge to (

(

RnW I

New Topographic Survey and Borin

The topography for the bid plans is taken from a new
survey made under our direction by W. A. Mason & Son
Company, Cambridge, and shown on their drawing en-
titled “Topographic Map of Land in Somerville and
Medford, Massachusetts-Mystic Rher Dam Site”, scale
40 feet to 1 inch, dated October 4, 1948.
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rhe foundation borings shown on the bid plans were
taken under our direction by B. F. Smith & Company,
Boston, and recorded on their charts dated September 30,
1945.

6. Drawings, Specifications and Final Estimate
Cost

The following bid plans have been prepared under the
date of April 1, 1949;

ikn:

M

ccompany the above plans we have also prepared
lete construction and purchase specifications dated

A.pril 1. 1949
The summary of the complete estimate of cost, based

ipon prices as of April 15, 1949, is given on page 14.
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Complete Estimate of Cost.
The following estimate of cost covers the work included

in specifications prepared by Chas. T. Main, Inc., and is
based on April 15, 1949, prices.

Sch

0

S3,
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DCATION OF Dam
Section 1 of chapter 457 of the Acts of 1948 prescribes

that the project structures be located iu the vicinity of
the Wellington bridge. Because of the dense main-
arterial traffic, it was con;
interference with this vital

idered essential to avoid an
existing structure

It was likewise conside
ference with the several ii

■ed essential to avoid inter-
dustrial properties below the

bridge where the condemnation of land for access and
‘onstruction promised to pr
The project structures we

ve unduly expensive
e accordingly locate*

700 feet above Wellington bridge on land owned entirely

by the Commonwealth and abutting directly on the
Fellsway on the Medford shore and on Shore Drive on

the Somerville shore. In addition to affording land and
access, this location assures favorable alignment for
navigation entering and leaving the lock, and for ac-
commodation of the sluice gate discharge. Furthermore
the position selected involves no disruption to existing
utilities, since the sewer outlets are located below the
bridge and there are no sewer or water lines in the area of
'onstructioi

8. Princip AL f EATUI

Ihe project structures ar abilities comprise
Primary reserve icity for storing flood dis-

inage area during the higherbarges from the tributary

le when the elevaticportion of the tid
is above the pond

iewater
tioi

te structure for discharging exc

flood inflow out of the basin to tidewater during the
lower portion of the tidal cycle when the elevation of the
tide is below the pond elevation

A navigation lock to enable shipping to negotiate
the heael elifference between tidewater and the reservoir.

(d) A gravel or crushed rock embankment closure dam
with a steel sheet pile core to minimize leakage.

(e) A bascule bridge to carry the access roadway over
the navigation lock and facilitate maintenance and
operation of the project structures
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j) A dredged channel to provide navigation above the
lain

(g) Access roadways connecting with the existing
highway system.

The characteristic rock formation in the vicinity of
the project is the Cambridge slate with Tufts quartzite
intrusions; but this bedrock occurs from Elevation —BO
to Elevation —l6O below the river, and is overlaid by a
thin layer of gravel and hardpan upon which is super-
imposed a deep layer' of soft to medium blue clay. It
will accordingly
structures on piIt
tinuous steel slur
layer to avoid It
structures. Beca
skin-friction wooi

be necessary to support the project
s, and to provide a cut-off wall of con-
t piling penetrating well into the clay
ikage and insure the integrity of the

use of the comparatively light loading,
1 piles about 50 feet long are contem-

he counterforted wing walls adjacentplated for all bi
to the sluiceway
hardpan or bedi
the lengths and
load tests in si

where steel piles with point bearing to
pecified. Final confirmation of

pe of piling will be based upon pile
locations as prescribed by the

;peci

rvoir above Craddock Bridge DamThe pi

the lower basin and 110 inrmpn

f 118 acres be
Wellington bridges will be affordedwet

tion, which will include removal ofbv the new

the new primary basin areaCraddock Bridge
above Mvstic Bi r Dam will thus be 274 acres at Ele

ation +7.00.
tream controlled storage is furnished bvImportant ups

Upper Mystic L ke, having an area of 200 acres, and
level about 7 feet above Lower Mystkmamtan

ii'ds and sluice gates. Spy Pond andLake by fisah
Little Pond in Imont, together with the chain of ponds

d Woburn, although not equipped with
If

Winchester ar

nevertheless afford substantial aid inartificial control
aks from their own tributary acreducing flood pe
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9. Hydrology.

General. Except during the most severe and pro-
tracted storm conditions, the reservoir level may easily lx
maintained within a few inches of the prescribed Eleva-
tion +7.00 by the very liberal gate capacity provided.
During the exceedingly remote simultaneous occurrence
of the “storm of the century with the tide of the century”
the gate capacity and reservoir capacity are sufficient to
limit the rise in reservoir level to about 2 feet. But in
this connection it should be emphasized that even the
mathematical probability of such an event is but once in
ten thousand years. The large gate capacity provided is,
however, justified economically by practical operating
advantages in addition to its insurance value, as will 1)6
indicated in the subsequent discussion.

Maximum Flood Discharge. A careful study of the
long-term records indicates that the greatest inflow into
L'pper Mystic Lake (drainage area 28.5 square miles)
was at the rate of 40 cfs per square mile, or 1.5 inches per
square mile in twenty-four hours. This inflow resulted
from the famous “Stony Brook Flood” of February 12,
1880, in which 6 inches of rain fell in 24 hours upon frozen
ground having a snow cover equivalent to 2 inches ofrain.

Upper Mystic Lake, having an area of about 200 acres,
is capable of storing the entire inflow of 40 cfs from 28.5
square miles of drainage area for about two hours for
each foot rise in pond elevation. Accordingly, it appears
reasonable to assume that the outflow from Upper Mystic
Lake may safely be taken in the order of 35 cfs per square
mile of drainage area.

Ihe run-off from the remainder of the drainage area
(23.1 square miles) will likewise reflect the benefit of
ponds and marshes, even though their outlets are uncon-
trolled. In addition, it appears likely that a substantial
portion of the run-off from this area will pass the main
sluice gates before the arrival of the run-off from the more
remote portions tributary to Upper Mystic Lake.

In view of the above considerations, the maximum net
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inflow into the main reservoir (consisting of Lower Mystic
Lake, the water area between Lower Mystic Lake and
Craddock bridge, and the basin between Craddock bridge
and Wellington bridge), has been established as 35 cfs
per square mile of the entire drainage area, 51.6 square
miles. To give continuity to the main reservoir, the lock
and dam at Craddock bridge will be removed.

Critical Tides. The most adverse tide condition from
the standpoint of reservoir operation is produced by a
storm in which the wind blows inshore so as to produce
an abnormally high elevation of low tide. Even with
infinite gate capacity, this elevation represents the lowest
level to which the reservoir can be drained before it is
necessary to close the sluice gates to prevent the tidal
flow from entering the reservoir. With the gates closed
at this critical elevation of low tide, the height to which
the reservoir will be raised before the sluice gates can be
opened will depend solely upon the reservoir capacity
(274 acres), the duration of filling, and the assumed
maximum intensity of run-off.

The most severe tide of this character ever recorded
was that accompanying the so-called “Portland” storm
of November 27, 1898, in which the height of low tide
was Elevation +540. This most exceptional tide is taken
as the “tide of the century.”

Because of the extreme severity of assuming the occur-
rence of the “Portland” tide simultaneously with the
“flood of the century,” an additional reservoir operation
study has been prepared, using the tide accompanying
the severe storm of November 29, 1944, during which the
height of low tide was Elevation +2.21.

Reservoir Operation Curves. Figs. 1 and 2 show the
tidal elevations below the project, and the water surface
elevations in the reservoir during the “storm of the
century” in combination with (a) the “tide of the cen-
tury” and ih) the tide accompanying a very severe north-
east hurricane. Both studies are for the installed effective
discharge area of the Venturi sluice gates, 880 square
feet.
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In the case of the "Portland” tide, Fig. 1, there is no
real advantage in lowering the reservoir in advance of
the storm, because the reservoir rises to Elevation +9.50
during the second phase of operation; which depends
solely upon the level of low tide Elevation +5.40, the
inflow 35 cfs, and the reservoir area 274 acres.

But in the case of the alternate storm tide, Fig. 2, the
advantage of lowering the reservoir 2 feet to Elevation
+5.00 in advance of the storm is immediately apparent,
because during the second phase the reservoir level
reaches only to Elevation + 1 .50, owing to the favorable
influence of the relatively lower level of low tide.

As a general procedure in advance of exceptionally
severe storms, it is therefore a thoroughly practical and
worthwhile expedient to lower the reservoir surface about
2 feet.

It should, however, again be emphasized that this pre-
caution need be taken only for the most exceptional
storms, and that the reservoir surface may be held within
a few inches of Elevation + /.00 with comparative ease
at all other times.

10. Sluice Gate Structure
The sluice gate structure will consist of a battery of

eight submerged Venturi-type sluice gates, operated by
electric motor-driven, rising-stem screw hoists. The en-
tire mechanical installation of gates and hoists will be
purchased from a single manufacturer as completely co-
ordinated units, and will be of rugged standard com-
mercial design, backed by a record of satisfactory service
in installations of similar character. The aggregate
effective area of sluices will be 880 square feet, measured
at the outlet section of the Venturi tubes.

One of the advantages of the Venturi construction is
that the sluice gates, located at the Venturi throat, need
have only one half the area of free-discharge sluices, with
proportionate economy in the initial cost.

The depth of submergence of the sluice outlets is
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sufficient to insure adequate sealing under extreme low-
tide conditions, and also to afford sufficient depth of
discharge channel to facilitate spreading the efflux over
the entire channel downstream, with a resultant decrease
in downstream channel velocities. With the type of
construction adopted, the depth of excavation will not
be significantly more than would be necessary for free-
discharge gates of double the area required for the Ven-
turi type.

It also happens that in this portion of the channel the
depth of mud to be excavated, overlying the sand and
gravel bearing stratum, is about the same as the depth
required for the Venturi construction, so that no addi-
tional construction expense is involved. In any event,
the riprap paving required for any type of sluice would
have to be founded on the firm sand and crust, which
overlies the deep clay stratum.

It also appears fairly obvious that the deeper the
sluices below extreme low tide the greater the discharge
head available in an emergency, and correspondingly the
greater the latitude afforded in reservoir operation.
Completely submerged sluices afford full area of the
discharge outlets for any stage of the reservoir or the
tide.

As shown by the reservoir operation diagrams, Figs.
1 and 2, the gate area provided is adequate to empty the
reservoir even during the rare combination of the “tide
of the century with the flood of the century,” with a
head difference of only 2 feet, which corresponds to an
efflux velocity of about 10 feet per second at the Venturi
outlets, with downstream channel velocities not exceed-
ing 3 or 4 feet per second. If insufficient area were
provided, the head difference would increase and would
still obtain even at the point of low tide; in other words,
the reservoir could not be emptied to the desired low
level, although the discharge velocities might be doubled.

All of the foregoing discussion relates to an extremely
rare conjunction of adverse factors. During all remain-
ing time the discharge for regulation will be inconse-
quential and the downstream channel velocities of
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negligible magnitude, entirely insufficient
scour or erosion of the lower waterway.

Although silting of the nprappi
Venturi tubes is not antic ted, the con

r heads higidoes permit discharge unde
his, hthe downstream paving. 1

rgency expediei
wer the ticablev

with the falling tide, with e i res eiocitu

efflux

1. Navi k

The navigation
feet usable lengl
between sidewalls.

hamber having 150
0 feet

h of 6 feet over the sills atl
mean low tide, which m the G feet minimum depth(

of dredged channel prescribed by the project of t
United States Department of the Army. This depth

ne

entirely adequate for the ligl er craft traversing the lock
The largest type ol vessel that might conceivably

enter the reservoir is one of he smaller dredges drawing
about 8 or 10 feet of water ft will not unduly penalize
traffic of such rare occurrence to await a favorable stage
of tide before attempting lockage. The width of lock
chamber matches the draw span clearance at W ellington
bridge, and the usable length of chamber was established
by the length of this particular craft. Again, because of
the extreme infrequency of traffic of this type, provision
of chamber capacity for accommodating the attendant
tug as well as the dredge at one chamber filling is not
considered justified. During such rare occasions it is
not deemed an undue penalty to provide one tug for
service when the dredge enters the chamber, and a
second tug waiting outside the opposite end for service
when the dredge leaves the chamber.

ihe size of chamber was established after consultation
with officials of the Port of Boston Authority, the office of
the Division Engineer of the United States Department
of the Army at Boston, and operating officials of the
local towing companies.
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ne with customary practice for smaller low-lift
locks, tilling and emptying of the chamber will be accom-

°w initial rate of opening the main lock
al type, standard to suchw

tions. Very quiet filling without disturbance to
the vessels in the chamber will be accomplished in aboutw

t between tide-
heads involved,it tr

of the chamber wa
Rom un

or repair of the
of struc-

ile structural steel
he lock chamber.ft

1 o redu its t vc
th ately up-

i pair of lock sc

hat dewatering is confin tively small portion
ic

12. Basc Ll

y the access highway over the navigation locko carry th

ric motor-operated, deck1, e
date-girder, trunnion bascule bridge is provided. In

iew of the anticipated light density of marine traffic
ridge, the bascul
position. The

will normally remainio

y will be 24 feet in
) loading, and will beo ca

tanked by one 6-foot sidewalk. The layout of the bridge
the open position has been carefully co-ordinated with

i to insure unobstructed
in the lock chaml

iosure between the sluice gate strut
nres and the Somerville shore, and also between the

and the Medford shore, a broad low
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embankment is provided, with a central cut-off wall of
steel sheet piling driven to intercept the clay stratum.
The embankment will consist of bank gravel or quarry-
run crushed rock, deposited progressively from each shore
by dumping, so as to avoid the expense of a cofferdam.

14. Access Roadways

On the Medford shore direct primary access to the
project structures will be by means of a 24-foot roadway
with one 6-foot sidewalk leading from the Fellsway across
land now owned by the Commonwealth.

This roadway will continue in an unbroken line across
the entire development to connect on the Somerville
shore with an adequate existing highway, Shore Drive,
which in turn leads directly to an easy intersection with
the Fellsway at the southern entrance plaza to the Well-
ington bridge.

Although it is not contemplated to open this access
highway to the general public, it is of sufficient width and
load capacity to serve as an emergency by-pass for Well-
ington bridge in the event of damage or repair to that
vitally important structure.

15. Dredged Channels

In conformity with the existing project of the United
States Department of the Army, a dredged channel 6
feet deep at low tide, 100 feet wide, will be provided,
from Wellington bridge to a point 3,875 feet upstream
(along the channel axis), thence 4 feet deep, narrowing
in width to 50 feet at Craddock bridge in Medford. This
channel will be adequate to accommodate the anticipated
future marine traffic.

l(i. Associated Improvements

a) Sanitary Sewerage. Since the entire surrounding
area is adequately served by the trunk sewers of the
Metropolitan sewerage district, there is little sewage pol-
lution in the Mystic River above Wellington bridge, .ex-
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cept during periods of high storm discharge, when the
overflow from the combined sewers into Alewife Brook
reaches the site of the reservoir.

However, below the mouth ofAlewife Brook dilution with
the purer waters of Lower Mystic Lake effects a definite
improvement, and the sanitary condition of the basin is
acceptable at the present time. Subsequent to the con-
struction of the dam at Wellington bridge, the basin area
will be about doubled, with a proportionate improvement
from the sanitary standpoint.

In conference with officials of the Metropolitan Dis-
tinct Water Supply Commission as enlarged, it was gen-
erally agreed and generally contemplated by existing legis-
lation that the entire program of pollution abatement
would be undertaken bv that Commission.

(Ib ) Contamination by Industrial Wastes. Owing in
large part to appropriate extensions in the sewerage sys-
tem of the Metropolitan District Sewerage Commission,
no significant quantity of industrial waste reaches the
Mystic River above Wellington bridge, and consequently
no specific corrective measures, other than adequate legis-
lation, appear necessary.

(c) Park and Recreational Facilities. Parking and
recreational sites will be provided in collaboration with
the Park Division of the Metropolitan District Com-
mission.

Respectfully submitted,

CHAS. T. MAIN, INC.

13v George R. Rich.


